Luxury Outdoor Living

DekTek Tile™ is changing the way outdoor living is done! The luxurious concrete tiles are transforming decks and outdoor spaces all across North America, leaving customers with exquisite tile decks to prove it!
Why DekTek Tile™

Create the Ultimate Outdoor Living Experience

DekTek Tile is the gorgeous concrete decking material taking outdoor living spaces to a whole new level of unsurpassed beauty and elegance!

Here’s what sets DekTek Tile apart from the rest:

- **The Wow-Factor!** - Simply Stunning! With its striking colors and undeniable beauty, watch jaws drop as friends and family experience the unrivaled beauty and exquisite elegance of your DekTek Tile deck

- **Ultra-Low Maintenance** - Spend your precious time & energy enjoying your deck without the hassles of mold, rotting wood, algae, chipping & peeling and that constant upkeep of cleaning, scrubbing, and staining your deck

- **Non-Combustible** - Much safer than standard decking products, giving you peace of mind so you can enjoy evenings around the fire pit with loved ones, right from the comfort of your deck WORRY FREE

- **No Fading** - Unlike wood & composite decking your tiles will keep their beautiful look

- **Eco-Friendly** - Designed using a groundbreaking proprietary blend of environmentally friendly materials

- **No Substrates Needed** - No heavy-duty framing required. Standard framing is sufficient, with only minor modifications

- **Easy to Install** - Basic installation when building or remodeling your beautiful outdoor living space - DIY friendly

- **Beautiful Accent Decks** - Same 1” thickness as standard wood/composite decking, great for fire pit, grill, & kitchen areas

---

**DekTek Tile’s Mission:**

To Inspire Luxury Outdoor Living
To Elevate People’s Lives:

Elevate the overall level of joy and happiness. Elevate the quality of time spent with family & friends. Elevate the outdoors to a beautiful escape, enticing one to spend more time in nature. Elevate health and the amount of peace, tranquility, & relaxation brought to life. Elevate the home. Elevate the community. Elevate the spirit.

---

**Indulge Your Senses**

DekTek Tile’s Luxury Decking Material Awakens All Your Senses:

- **See** the vibrant eye-catching colors that really give your deck that “Wow-Factor”.
- **Hear** the sounds of nature, your loved ones laughing, friends & family enjoying a good time on your beautiful tile deck.
- **Taste** the essence of luxury.
- **Touch** the stone textures.
- **Smell** the smoky aromas from the grill and fire pit on your safe non-combustible DekTek Tile deck.

**Life’s too short to settle.** Live the life you love. Appreciate the beauty you’ve created around you. Breathe in the fresh air. Relax. And Enjoy!

~ The DekTek Tile Way!
- Color Options -

**ELEVATE COLLECTION**
- PECAN MEDLEY
- ADOBE
- MOCHA
- OAK
- COBBLESTONE GRAY
- CLAY

**RADIANCE COLLECTION**
- TUSCAN MEDLEY
- COCOA MÉLANGE
- SIENNA

**MEDITERRANEAN COLLECTION**
- LIMESTONE
- PEARL GRAY
- SEASHELL
NO STRESS! Save time and energy. Sit back and enjoy the rewards on your beautiful tile deck, while your neighbors have to work to maintain their standard wood and composite decking.

The Benefits of DekTek Tile

No Fading Unlike Wood or Composite

More Durable & Weather Resistant than Standard Decking Material

No Rotting, Warping, or Splinters Unlike Wood

Eco-Friendly
Best Green Building Product Finalist

Non Combustible Unlike Wood or Composite

Save Time and Money with Ultra-Low Maintenance

No Mold or Algae Growth Unlike Wood or Composite

No Termite Infestation Unlike Wood
Elevate Collection
Deck shown in Pecan Medley
Elevate Collection

Elevating you to a higher level of elegance and luxury. The Elevate Collection is the perfect blend of DekTek Tile’s beautiful traditional colors. Escape the ordinary and elevate your outdoor space, creating the perfect outdoor haven.

Color Selection

- PECAN MEDLEY
- ADOBE
- MOCHA
- OAK
- COBBLESTONE GRAY
- CLAY
Deck shown in Oak

Deck shown in Mocha

Patio shown in Adobe
Tile set over existing concrete
Stunning Colors for Every Style

3-Season Porch shown in Mocha
Deck shown in Adobe

Deck shown in Cobblestone Gray with Limestone accents
4-Season Porch shown in Pecan Medley

Deck shown in Oak
Deck shown in Mocha

Deck shown in Cobblestone Gray with Limestone accents

Sunroom shown in Pecan Medley
Radiance Collection
Radiance Collection

Outshining the competition! The Radiance Collection encompasses DekTek Tile’s exquisitely vibrant colors. The luxurious tiles shine brighter than standard decking materials, with an undeniably striking Wow-Factor!

Color Selection

TUSCAN MEDLEY  
COCOA MÉLANGE  
SIENNA
Deck shown in Sienna

Deck shown in Tuscan Medley

Deck shown in Cocoa Mélange
Mediterranean Collection
Mediterranean Collection

Designed with light sea colors in mind, the Mediterranean Collection is DekTek Tile’s “Cool Deck Series,” engineered to be cooler in temperature than most decking products on the market, leaving happy toes on those hot sunshine filled days! Throw your worries to the wind while the Mediterranean Collection whisks you away to cool white sands, warm sea breezes, and breathtaking sunsets enjoyed from your very own deck.

Color Selection

LIMESTONE
PEARL GRAY
SEASHELL
Deck shown in Seashell

Deck shown in Seashell

Deck shown in Pearl Gray
Deck shown in **Pearl Gray**

Deck shown in **Seashell**

Deck shown in **Pearl Gray**

Deck shown in **Pearl Gray**
Accent Decks

One of the incredible features of DekTek Tile is its amazing versatility. With DekTek Tile being the same 1" thickness as standard decking products, the options to create your dream outdoor retreat are endless. Here’s why DekTek Tile accent decks or insets can be the perfect solution:

- Revitalize your existing deck by adding an elegant contrast that absolutely transforms
- Worried about your family’s safety and needing a much safer (Non-Combustible) decking option for your fire pit, grill, or outdoor kitchen area
- If using DekTek Tile on your entire project doesn’t work well with your budget, adding a beautiful accent deck or inset is the perfect way to add class and elegance to your outdoor space
- Enhance your existing outdoor space by adding a stunning artistic addition
- Use your imagination to create gorgeous unique designs that set your backyard apart
1. Add lateral blocking, same width as existing joists, with maximum of 4' on center.

2. Add a sister joist to each existing joist, put 3/8” to 3/4” spacer between sister joist & main joist for water drainage. If joists are capable of handling 11-1/2 pounds per square foot dead load then a 2” x 4” sister joist is sufficient. If additional joist capacity is needed then you might have to add a 2” x 6”, 2” x 8”, or 2” x 10”, etc., in lieu of a 2” x 4”. Your local lumber yard can usually calculate this for you. Make sure you also calculate the load for the beams.

3. Install edge trims. Borders must be mechanically fastened at the outside edges.

**Tile Setting**

Tile setting skills are recommended. Equipment Needed:
- Tape Measure
- Caulk Gun
- Plastic Shims
- 10” Wet Diamond Saw
- Chalk Line

1. Layout the tile grid plan for overall positioning. Tile must have a minimum of 3/8” bearing on joist. Cut tile to fit, where needed.
2. Set tile using a high quality exterior polyurethane adhesive applied directly to wood joists. We recommend Liquid Nails Marble & Granite adhesive. It has a high temperature range of -20°F to 300°F and has a longer open time for adjusting tiles after they are set.
3. Set tiles with an 1/8” gap (approximately) between tiles which will allow water to drain through.

**Sealing**

DekTek Tile should be sealed with a high quality solvent-based concrete sealer on top and all sides before installing. Be careful not to apply sealer to the bottom of tile, this can break the bond of the adhesive. See the DekTek Tile Sealer page for more information.
**DekTek™ Tile Sleeper System Installation Guide**

**FRAMING**

1. **Install Joists 12” to a Max of 16” On-Center (O.C.).**

   Add lateral blocking between joist maximum of 4’ O.C.

   ![Diagram of framing](image1.png)

2. **Install Sleepers 16” O.C., Perpendicular to the Joists.**

   First, layout the tile design plan before building to avoid smaller cut tile pieces.

   Also, add additional framing for railing post and extra sleepers for edge trim, where needed.

   ![Diagram of framing](image2.png)

3. **Installing Edge Trims**

   Edge trims must be mechanically fastened around the perimeter of the deck to permanently lock tiles in place.

   ![Diagram of edge trims](image3.png)

4. **Install Tiles**

   Tile setting skills are recommended.

   ![Diagram of tiles](image4.png)

**Sealing**

DekTek Tile should be sealed with a high quality solvent-based concrete sealer on top and all sides before installing. Do not apply sealer to the bottom of tile, this can break the bond of the adhesive. See the DekTek Tile Sealer page for more information.

**Equipment Needed:**

- Tape Measure
- Plastic Shims
- Chalk Line
- Caulk Gun
- 10” Wet Diamond Saw

1. **Set tile using a high quality exterior polyurethane adhesive applied directly to wood joists.** We recommend Liquid Nails Polyurethane adhesive. It has a high temperature range of -20°F to 300°F

2. **Set tiles with an 1/16” to 1/8” gap (approximately) between tiles which will allow water to drain through.**
What Home Owners & Contractors Are Saying About DekTek Tile!

"We were looking for something "different" for our covered deck. We came across DekTek Tile and were amazed by the product and the pictures we saw on the website. Our decision at that point was easy! The end-result of the tiles on our deck is astonishing and we receive nothing but compliments on them. Very impressed! "

~ Mike & Kristy K., Home Owners

"Although we are normally avid Azek, Ipe' and treated lumber installers, sometimes we come across other new decking products that impress us - and this decking material has certainly left an impression. DEKTEK TILES are not only pretty, they’re beautiful...with vibrant, vivid colors to match any home color scheme. The stone look is realistic, the longevity is maximum, and concrete is considered a great contribution toward sustainable green building standards and strategies. DEKTEK TILE got this material right, and they got it gorgeous! "

~ Thomas Decks, LLC, Cincinnati Deck Builder

"If you want a product that is not only unique but also elegant this is the product for you. My wife and I absolutely love it as well as do all of our friends. Would highly recommend this product! "

~ Ed Weiss, Home Owner

"For those builders and homeowners looking for an attractive and durable alternative to wood or composite decking, DekTek Tiles are the answer. As a contractor I installed them in a three-season porch for clients who wanted a unique floor and can say that installing DekTek tiles is like working with ceramic tile only easier and faster because they are adhered directly to the deck joists. Each tile is hand finished in the factory creating uniquely varied tiles that look remarkably like natural stone. Will definitely be recommending DekTek Tiles to clients in the future."

~ Scott Elliott, Contractor & Owner of Elliott & Company, Inc.

"We discovered this outdoor decking option from our builder and it was exactly what my husband wanted. No fuss or upkeep needed for our deck/upper level screened in porch flooring. We were able to modify our color selection from the pecan medley color scheme and we are very happy with the look and durability. The owners worked with us to find a more affordable shipper and their customer service is great."

~ Pat & Kim Phelps, Home Owners

"Great product and company to work with. Very easy to cut and install on existing framing. This product does get warm when in direct sunlight just like every other product on the market."

~ James Baxter, Contractor & Owner of Baxta Design, LLC

"A DekTek tile deck is by far the most beautiful deck surface I've ever seen. If your tired like I am of the same old composite decks that are everywhere, and want something truly beautiful, check out this product.... WOW!"

~ Phil B., Owner of Fiberspan Concrete Elements

"Adds luxury to a regular balcony and entices one to spend more time outside. Aesthetically color is pretty."

~ Kim S. Home Owner

"DekTek Tile was the finishing and crowning touch to the porch we seem to live on in the summer months. The decking not only looks outstanding but adds an entirely new dimension to the area. Maintenance should be easy and will look classy for many years. You have a great product and is truly upscale and I would highly recommend your DekTek concrete tiles to anyone! Thanks again!"

~ Pat & Jeanine Cunnien, Home Owners

---

DekTek PROs
Need a Deck Builder? Find a DekTek PRO contractor near you.

Homeowners, do you need a contractor to install your new DekTek Tile deck? We may have a DekTek PRO in your area. DekTek Tile PROs are professional independent contractors who are trained and available to help you meet your decking needs. From quick transformations replacing your old existing decking, to beautiful new custom decks, our PROs are ready to help you tackle your next project. Visit dektektile.com/find-a-deckbuilder to find a DekTek PRO near you.

If there aren’t any DekTek PROs in your area yet, no worries, DekTek Tile installations are basic and fairly routine. We work with many new contractors and experienced DIYers to confidently walk them through the process.

*Contractors, if you’re interested in joining the DekTek PRO team, visit dektektile.com/pro to learn more.

---

DekTek Dealers

Looking for a local dealer to purchase DekTek Tiles? Visit dektektile.com/find-a-dealer, or contact us at 218-380-9330, email info@dektektile.com for more information. We are in the process of establishing dealers across the US and Canada. If a dealer is not listed in your area, no worries, we ship direct anywhere in the world and offer FREE SHIPPING in the continental US on minimum orders.

*Interested in becoming a DekTek Dealer? Visit dektektile.com/dealer to learn more.
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